RLAHA Martin Aitken Seminar Series
Trinity Term 2022
Thursdays 12:00 – 1:00 pm (BST)

We will be hosting our speakers at SPR1 in person with a camera and teams link so that people can attend virtually using this link:

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a65821d8ca1b64c51a0c12b9189984e1a40thread.tacv2/Martin%2520Aitken%2520Seminar%2520Series?groupId=550fb0dc-672f-428e-81c4-e3d5e5f63b47&tenantId=cc95de1b-97f5-4f93-b4ba-fe68b852cf91

We will also go to lunch after the talks which will give everyone a chance to meet with the speakers following their talks.

13 October            Penny Bickle (York University)
        What happened as the Neolithic went west?

27 October            Rachel Wood (Oxford)
        Building chronologies in the tropics and what radiocarbon can tell us about enamel diagenesis

17 November           Eric Guiry (University of Leicester)
        Biogeochemical complexities of past freshwater environments: Challenges and opportunities for archaeologists and historical ecologists

24 November           Ashleigh Haruda (Oxford)
        Geometric morphometrics:
        Linking functional morphologies to palaeoecology in the archaeological record